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In another development, BP and Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation (KPC) have signed a framework agreement
to explore possible joint opportunities for investment
and cooperation in future oil, gas, trading and petro-
chemicals ventures. Kuwait Petroleum Corporation CEO
Nizar Mohammad Al-Adsani signed the agreement with
visiting BP CEO Bob Dudley. The framework paves the
way for both companies to jointly invest and cooperate
in oil and gas projects in Kuwait and globally.

“BP’s commitment to Kuwait dates back to our partici-
pation in the discovery of the giant Burgan oil field in
the 1930s and we are there today extending the life of
the field,” Dudley said. “We look forward to working with

KPC to help the people of Kuwait realize the full poten-
tial of their nation’s oil and gas resources and exploring
new opportunities globally.” 

In addition to enhancing oil and gas recovery from
Kuwait’s existing resource base, the agreement also
includes the intention to study opportunities for joint
investment in future oil and gas exploration both inside
Kuwait and globally. Other elements of the agreement
cover possible future oil and gas trading deals including
LNG trading and related ventures. Opportunities for
cooperation and investment in midstream and petro-
chemical projects globally will also be considered under
the agreement, including potentially deploying BP’s pro-
prietary paraxylene technology as part of KPC’s petro-
chemicals projects. — Agencies 

Kuwait and Korean firms seal $2.9 billion...
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Shaye said the bill is the government viewpoint and the
committee will change the rates to keep consumption of up
to 6,000 kilowatts unchanged, adding that the idea of the
bill should be to rationalize consumption and not to collect
funds. He said MPs will present a substitute proposal that
includes major cuts to government proposed rates. Shaye
expected the committee to complete studying the govern-
ment bill on Sunday and is likely to hold a meeting on next
Wednesday to approve the government-sponsored eco-
nomic reforms.

It was not clear if the committee’s planned cuts would
also include apartments. In the Assembly session yesterday,
the Assembly debated in a secret session two investigation
reports about Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA), the first
about its offices in London and elsewhere and the second
about an Audit Bureau report on KIA controversial sale of
real estate abroad. Following the debate, Speaker Marzouk
Al-Ghanem said the Assembly decided to refer the two

reports to the government by a slim majority of 21 out of 41
members present.

The recommendations attached to the two reports call
to refer top officials at KIA to the Public Prosecution for a
possible legal action. Finance Minister Anas Al-Saleh, who
demanded the two reports be discussed in a closed session,
said he saw no aggression on public funds in the two
reports. He added the government will study the report,
and if it finds any violation, it will form a neutral probe com-
mittee. The probe in KIA offices abroad was launched after
accusations of violations and mismanagement.

The Assembly yesterday refused to approve amend-
ments to the key tender law and instead returned the report
to the Financial and Economic Affairs Committee to review
the law once again to include all required amendments.
MPs particularly objected to a provision in the law giving the
right to listed contracting firms to bid in contracts worth
above KD 20 million. They insisted that all companies,
including foreign firms, should be allowed to bid. The com-
mittee was given two months to study the amendments. 

Assembly panel to discuss power rates next...
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“The video footage is of concern,” she said, adding,
with regard to the Belgian case, that the United States
does not “have any information that a broader plot
exists.” 

But groups like the Islamic State have long shown
their interest in obtaining nuclear material. “We’ve seen
over the years that different terrorist organizations have
ambitions related to acquiring nuclear materials,” said
Deputy National Security Advisor Ben Rhodes. “We’ve
seen that in their public statements, we’ve seen that in
some cases in their monitoring of nuclear facilities,” he
added. “That’s why the summit process is so important,
because different countries have different levels of
security at their facilities or in terms of how they are
handling nuclear materials.”

Dirty bomb
Obama personally launched the first head of govern-

ment-level nuclear security summit in Washington in
2010, after describing nuclear terrorism as the “most
immediate and extreme threat to global security.”
Subsequent meetings in South Korea and the
Netherlands have focused on securing stockpiles,
reducing highly enriched uranium and separated pluto-
nium, smuggling detection and cybersecurity.

Few believe IS could develop an atomic bomb, but
many fear it could acquire uranium or plutonium and
construct a “dirty bomb.” Such a device would not trig-
ger a nuclear explosion but would scatter radioactive
material-with potentially devastating physiological,
medical and economic effects. Nuclear material can be
found in small quantities at universities, hospitals and
other facilities the world over, often not well secured.

Since the mid-1990s, almost 2,800 incidents of illicit

trafficking, “unauthorized possession” or loss of nuclear
materials have been recorded in an International
Atomic Energy Agency database. A US government
audit late last year found that Obama’s goal of improv-
ing the physical protection of more than 43 sensitive
buildings and making 34 foreign reactors more “prolifer-
ation-resistant” had fallen short. The International Panel
on Fissile Materials, an independent group of arms-con-
trol experts, estimated that the global stockpile of high-
ly enriched uranium stood at around 1370 tonnes at the
end of 2014. Most was held in Russia.

Lame duck?
More than fifty heads of state have been invited to

attend the summit, but the absence of leaders from
Russia, North Korea, Iran and Belarus virtually ensures
gaps in the united front. Rhodes said Russia’s decision
not to attend at the highest level was a missed opportu-
nity for Moscow, which itself faces significant threats of
its own. Obama leaves office in less than a year, raising
questions about whether the initiative will continue
without his personal involvement. “World leaders face a
stark choice at the final nuclear security summit later
this month: Will they commit to continuous improve-
ment, or will nuclear security efforts stall and potentially
decline?” said experts at the respected Belfer Center for
Science and International Affairs at Harvard University. 

“Their answer will shape the chances that terrorist
groups, including the Islamic State, could get their
hands on the materials they need to build a crude
nuclear bomb.” White House spokesman Josh Earnest
said the administration hopes Obama’s successor will
take up the mantle. “I certainly hope that the incoming
president would understand that safeguarding loose
nuclear materials around the globe is a top national
security priority of the United States,” he said. — AFP 

Islamic State threat raises stakes for US...

ZIGUINCHOR: When Sadio Gassama decided to go into
medicine, he started by giving free check-ups at his
mosque in Senegal’s poor southern region of Casamance.
Now, the 25-year-old medical student says he is treating
Islamic State fighters in Libya. Until recently, many
thought the peaceful, tolerant Sufi brotherhoods in
countries such as Senegal could prevent more conserva-
tive and radical versions of Islam from taking hold in
poorer parts of West Africa, like Mali and Niger.

But security experts say Gassama’s story shows how
the penetration of hardline Islamic Salafism, coupled
with Gulf money and militant propaganda, is aiding
recruitment, even from stable and democratic Senegal. In
particular, in their appeals to Africans, Islamic State pro-
pagandists are calling on doctors to make “hijrah”, or pil-
grimage, to their African stronghold of Sirte in Libya.
Pictures posted on Gassama’s Facebook page before he
joined Islamic State show him hugging his young niece.
Now, he is brandishing a machine gun, his name stitched
on to his military uniform.

Friends and family say Gassama’s decision to join
thousands of militants in Libya in December during the
fifth year of his medical studies was sudden and unex-
pected. His shocked father described him as a ‘humanist’
motivated by a desire to help others. A former professor
called him a “brilliant student, incapable of hurting any-
one”. But an interview with Gassama showed a darker
side. Speaking from Sirte, he said he had been planning
an attack in Dakar. 

“Senegal is lucky. I was planning to commit an attack
there in the name of the Islamic State before one of their
contacts helped me go to Libya,” he said last month via
the internet. He could not be reached subsequently.
Friends said he took trucks to Libya via Mali and Niger,
accompanied by another Senegalese man and paying his
way with his student grant. “I left Senegal a year after
embracing the ideology of the Islamic State,” Gassama
said. “Joining ISIS in Libya was relatively easy and accessi-
ble. I wanted to contribute to the establishment of a
caliphate in Libya.” Asked what he was doing there, he
replied: “I am a jihadist doctor.” Islamic State propaganda
and security sources confirm fighters from countries
including Chad, Ghana, Senegal and Nigeria are already
in Libya, where the group is consolidating its presence.

The number of sub-Saharan Africans is not known but
they are thought to represent a minority of the 3,000-
6,000 Islamic State fighters there, with most from North
Africa and the Middle East. However, there are concerns
more will travel there along the same desert routes
migrants use to reach Europe, as Gassama did. “Libya is
closer and easier to reach for some African fighters than
Syria, and the political disarray there opens space for
fighters to enter and operate,” said Andrew Lebovich, a
visiting fellow with the European Council on Foreign
Relations who focuses on North Africa and the Sahel.

Gulf donations
Across Africa’s arid Sahel region, Western diplomats

note an increase in conservatism, alongside tens of mil-

lions of dollars a year in charity donations from Gulf
states. In Niger, some religious leaders are calling for a
“re-Islamisation” against the secularism imposed by for-
mer colonial power France. This is already underway in
the capital, Niamey, where some women wear the full
veil and pay higher fares to avoid sharing taxis with men.
Gulf-financed bodies deny links to radical groups and say
their money is for charity, but local sources say it can go
astray. “Contributions are intended for the poor and to
build mosques but are often diverted in the wrong direc-
tion,” said Bakary Sambe, director of the Timbuktu
Institute and a coordinator for the Observatory on
Religious Radicalism and Conflicts in Africa.

This foreign money and the migration of Senegal’s
youth to the cities has undermined the country’s Mouride
brotherhood, an old-established Islamic Sufi order which
preaches tolerance. In Gassama’s home town of
Ziguinchor, the mosque he attended in the HLM neigh-
borhood is funded by a Kuwaiti NGO called Africa
Muslims Agency. AMA director Almany Badji said it was
one of more than 100 mosques it has financed in
Casamance. The mosque Gassama attended at Dakar’s
Cheikh Anta Diop University also has Salafist leanings,
Sambe said.

Gassama did not say who helped him join Islamic State
more than a year ago, referring only to ‘guidance’ in
Senegal. “Through meetings with local scholars it became
clear that jihad was my Muslim duty,” he said. His friends
and family said the only change they noticed before he
left was to a more Salafist dress code. “His pants were
shorter and did not reach all the way to the floor,” said his
father, Boucar Gassama, a retired civil servant, surrounded
by Gassama’s siblings in the shady courtyard of his house.
“But I could not know he had been radicalized.”

Calls for reform
There is growing concern in West Africa about recruit-

ment into Islamic State and other militant groups after
attacks in Mali, Burkina Faso and Ivory Coast. Modou Faye,
Gassama’s professor, says students need more guidance
in reading the Koran, which is often rote-learnt at reli-
gious schools similar to one Gassama attended.
Mauritania has closed several Quranic schools for security
reasons, officials said. In Mali, where an Islamist insur-
gency is intensifying, some are calling for checks on
mosques and NGOs. 

“We must take stock of the potential risks of collusion
between civil society and terrorists, better monitor
places where radicalization occurs, keep tabs on all sus-
pect individuals like radical preachers and trace their
funds,” former Prime Minister Moussa Mara said. But oth-
ers say labeling peaceful Islamic groups as jihadists is
risky. Depriving poor communities of services such as
orphanages and free study trips to Saudi Arabia could
provoke a backlash. “A politician who attempts to regu-
late this risks losing his electorate,” said Moulaye Hassane,
researcher at the Institute of Research and Human
Sciences and Niger’s former ambassador to Saudi Arabia.
“I think they are afraid.” — Reuters

From Senegal to Libya: An
African student joins IS

Politicians demand checks on aid money from Gulf

KAIJADO: A ranger of Kenya Wildflife Service (KWS) shoots a lion after the feline ran away from the Amboseli
National Park in Kaijado yesterday. — AFP 


